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Design identity is fundamental to practice, yet the ability to define, craft, and evolve an ideology thorough
projects presents challenges to even the most familiar of design offices. Three design leaders from diverse
practice types take a deep dive into the process of integrating ethos, brand and practice.
Learning Objectives
1. Learn from diverse practicing processionals on how design ethos and identity is translated and
transformed through practice and projects.
2. Hear about techniques to collectively shape and advance design identity in new and growing firms, and
how to evolve design identity in large, established firms.
3. Hear about the challenges and techniques firms are using to protect and evolve design identity in relation
to economic cycles, political shifts, and the changing needs of clients.
4. Learn from practicing professionals on which past works-both built and conceptual-have been successful
and unsuccessful at exploring ideas and building internal identity that defines the practice.
References
1. Toward an Urban Ecology, Monacelli Press | SCAPE’s identity through Monograph / Publication
2. @AtlasLab | ATLAS Lab’s identity through Social Media
3. www.Sasaki.com | Sasaki’s identity through Website

PANELISTS
Gena Wirth, ASLA
Design Principal, SCAPE, New York City
Panelist
Trained in landscape architecture, urban planning, and horticulture, Gena draws
from her interdisciplinary training to create ecologically rich and culturally relevant
landscapes from the infrastructural scale to the site level. She works on large scale
resilience and coastal projects that test boundaries between engineering, design,
and infrastructure, including the Rebuild by Design Living Breakwaters project, and
the publication Petrochemical America. She is an active member of the Dredge
Kimberly Garza Stanush, ASLA, PLA, LEED AP
Founder / Principal, ATLAS Lab Inc., Sacramento CA
Panelist
Kimberly is Founder and Director of ATLAS Lab, a design studio focused on
enlivening and building healthy communities through landscape architecture and
art. She has received widespread recognition for her work, including being named
NextCity.org’s 40 under 40 urban innovator for the 2015 Vanguard Conference. In
addition to her practice, she teaches advanced landscape architecture courses at
the University of California, Davis. She holds a Master of Landscape Architecture
from the Harvard Graduate School of Design and a Bachelor of Arts in landscape
architecture from University of California, Berkeley.
Gina Ford, ASLA
Principal and Landscape Architect, Sasaki, Watertown MA
Panelist
Gina is a principal and landscape architect in Sasaki’s Urban Studio. Her work
encompasses a wide range of scales and project types, from public parks and
plazas to large-scale landscape planning and waterfront projects.
Her teaching includes guest critic and studio instructor roles at the Harvard Design
School, MIT, and RISD. She holds degrees in architecture from Wellesley College
and landscape architecture from the Harvard Graduate School of Design, and
was the recipient of Wellesley’s Shaw Fellowship, the Janet Darling Webel Prize,
the Hyde Chair at the University of Nebraska, and the Charles Eliot Travelling
Fellowship. Gina also serves on the board of directors for The Cultural Landscape
Philip Barash | Creative Director, Sasaki
Moderator
F. Philip Barash is creative director at Sasaki, where he oversees the firm’s place
branding practice. An accomplished writer, curator, and brand-builder, Barash
works with private and public clients on telling compelling stories about their
environments. In his role, Barash helps clients define and communicate the vision,
strategy and design principles for major real estate developments and public realm
projects.
Barash has worked with major civic organizations, where he convened urban
planners, visual artists, designers, philanthropists, and civic leaders to implement
creative placemaking initiatives, such as the largest work of public art in Chicago’s
history.
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